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We successfully raised donations from the student community of IIT Kharagpur during Yogdaan 2019 to improve the infrastructure at Jagriti Vidya Mandir. A total of Rs. 3,86,253 was raised (including the SI Forms till Nov 2019). Following is the breakup of the utilization of the funds collected.

**Utilization of Donations (INR)**

- $\text{₹} \ 189,274$ Currently being used for Library Renovation and Teachers Salary
- $\text{₹} \ 104,679$ Used for Class Benches
- $\text{₹} \ 92,300$ Used for Teachers and Staff Salary
We thank the entire IIT Kharagpur Community for having donated generously during Yogdaan. The contribution brought together by whole KGP community is really significant, and are really a helping hand towards a better future.